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This book provides comprehensive guidance on leveraging SAP IBP technology to connect strategic (to be understood as long term SC&O),
tactical and operational planning into one coherent process framework, presenting experience shared by practitioners in workshops, customer
presentations, business, and IT transformation projects. It offers use cases and a wealth of practical tips to ensure that readers understand the
challenges and advantages of IBP implementation. The book starts by characterizing disconnected planning and contrasting this with key
elements of a transformation project approach. It explains the functional foundations and SAP Hybris, Trade Promotion Planning, Customer
Business Planning, ARIBA, and S/4 integration with SAP IBP. It then presents process for integrating finance in IBP. Annual planning and
monthly planning are taken as examples of explain Long term planning (in some companies labeled as strategic). The core of the book is
about sales and operations planning (S&OP) and its process steps, product demand, supply review, integrated reconciliation and management
business review, illustrating all steps with use cases. It describes unconstrained and constrained optimized supply planning, inventory
optimization, shelf life planning. We explain how to improve responsiveness with order-based allocation planning, sales order confirmation, and
big deal / tender management coupled with simultaneous re-planning of supply. The book closes with a chapter on performance measurement,
measurement of effectiveness, efficiency, and adherence.
In our dynamic business environment reporting, planning and analysis are more relevant than ever. The SAP EPM Excel Add-In is a business
enabler. This book will provide useful information to jumpstart project implementations and facilitate end-user training in practical manner.
Understand key features and concepts that the EPM Add-in brings to the table. Walk through a detailed case study and examples to familiarize
yourself with the SAP EPM Excel Add-in features and functions within the context of a business example. This book was written with a broad
audience in mind and will appeal to different implementation roles ranging from consultants to business users, and architects to planners. For
entry-level and seasoned SAP practitioners alike, this book will serve as a reference guide that distills years of experience and focuses on
some of the most frequently used features in successful implementation projects. This book offers tips, tricks, and time savers that you can
immediately apply. - Learn about the Connection Concept - Familiarize yourself with the SAP EPM Add-In for Excel and BPC 10.1 - Create a
basic report from scratch - Walk through a detailed case Study
Designed for SAP users as a quick reference or for computer science and business students, SAP MM Questions and Answers includes all the
major concepts related to SAP MM functionality, technical configuration, and implementation in an easy-to-understand question and answer
format. It discusses the new aspects related to SAP ERP 6.0 and all the important MM codes and concepts for materials and vendors,
including clients, company codes, plants, storage locations, purchase organizations, etc. The organized and accessible format allows the
reader to quickly find the questions on specific subjects and provides all of the details to pass certification exams in a step-by-step, easy-toread method of instruction.
Annotation IBM Cognos TM1 is one of the most popular multidimensional analysis tools used to build collaborative planning, budgeting and
forecasting solutions, as well as analytical and reporting applications. This cube-based technology does fast number crunching at the server
end and helps end customers move away from manual and tedious planning, budgeting, and analytics processes.IBM Cognos TM1 Cookbook
is a complete manual to building and managing applications with IBM Cognos TM1.Every important aspect of TM1 is covered with the help of
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practical recipes, which will make you well acquainted with the tool and you will be ready to take on TM1 projects in the real world. Existing
TM1 users and developers will also benefit from the practical recipes covered in the book.The book will start with a chapter focusing on
fundamentals of MOLAP and dimensional modeling, which forms the foundation on which IBM Cognos TM1 is based. Thereafter chapters will
be more TM1-specific, starting with an introduction on dimensions and cubes and how to create and manage them. Further chapters will dig
deeper into TM1 objects and rules.Then we will learn the more advanced features of TM1 such as automating common processes using
scripts, customizing drill paths, using rules for advanced modeling, converting currencies, modeling for different fiscal requirements, and
more.At the end of the book, we will cover how to present data and reports, workflows, and TM1 application security.
Implementation Best Practices for IBM DB2 BLU Acceleration with SAP BW on IBM Power Systems
An Introduction
Concepts and Step by Step Configuration for Planning and Consolidation
Guide To Medicinal Plants, A: An Illustrated Scientific And Medicinal Approach
Get Your Dream Job Today with Intelligent Responses to the Employer (English Edition)
First Steps in SAP second edition

Learn how to configure the SAP Material Ledger to perform periodic actual costing, actual costing
revaluations, and more Discover how the SAP Material Ledger calculates actual costs, and what it means
for your business Master advanced SAP Material Ledger and actual costing functions If you are a
controller, consultant, or cost accounting professional, then this is your comprehensive guide to using
the SAP Material Ledger for actual costing! Here, you ll find the answers to how, why, and where to
perform actual costing with the SAP Material Ledger to optimize your business practices. After a brief
overview of how to configure the SAP Material Ledger, the book delves into more in-depth usages of
actual costing and Material Ledger functionalities, such as using alternative valuation runs and actual
costing cross-company code. Actual Costing Processes Learn about the different types of inventory
valuation and how they can influence your business. Configuration Master SAP Material Ledger basic
configuration. You will be able to carry inventory valuation in multiple currencies, and configure your
system to work with more advanced tasks.Create Your Own Scenarios Follow along and recreate scenarios
in your system, such as manufacturing variances, supply chain transfers, period-end closing processes,
and more. Advanced Topics Discover how to display intercompany actual costs in the actual cost
component split, as well as integrate the Material Ledger with CO-PA. Latest Releases Up to date for SAP
ERP 6.0 enhancement package 5, so you can prepare your business for future changes and transitions.
Highlights Product cost planning Actual costing runs Total cost absorption Purchase price variance
Manufacturing and overhead variances Material Page
price
determination Single- and multilevel price
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determination COGS revaluation at actual cost WIP revaluation at actual cost Multiple
valuations/transfer prices IFRS
"New to SQLScript-or maybe looking to brush up on a specific task? Whatever your skill level, this
comprehensive guide to SQLScript for SAP HANA is for you! Master language elements, data types, and
the function library. Learn to implement SAP HANA database procedures and functions using imperative
and declarative SQLScript. Integrate with ABAP, SAP BW on SAP HANA, and SAP BW/4HANA. Finally,
test, troubleshoot, and analyze your SQLScript programs. Code like the pros!"-What is SAP BW/4HANA? More importantly, what can it do for you? Between these pages, you'll explore
the answers to these questions, from simplified data models and SAP BW/4HANA Analytics to automated
data lifecycle management. You'll find step-by-step instructions for installation and setup, a guide to
administrative tasks to keep your SAP BW/4HANA system in tip-top shape, and the low-down on security
in your new system. Explore the data warehouse of the future! Highlights: -SAP HANA -SAP BW/4HANA
Analytics -Installation and deployment -Data modeling -Reporting and analytics -Data lifecycle
management -Administration -Security -Data warehousing solution
Studying for the SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting exam? Get the tools you need to succeed with
this CO certification study guide for exams C_TS4CO_1709 and C_TS4CO_1809. Understand the test
structure and what to expect; then walk through each topic area, from product cost planning to profit
center accounting and beyond. Quiz yourself with practice questions and answers, and ensure you're
ready to make the grade In this book, you'll learn about: a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date
information on each topic covered in the 1709 and 1809 exams: master data, business transactions,
period-end close, and more. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like cost center accounting,
internal orders, profitability analysis, and more. For each topic, round out your knowledge with important
terminology and key takeaways. c. Q&A Test your knowledge with in-depth practice questions and
answers for each major topic, and gain insight into how questions may be worded on test day. Highlights
include: 1) C_TS4CO_1709 exam 2) C_TS4CO_1809 exam 3) Organizational assignments 4) Process
integration 5) Cost center accounting 6) Internal orders 7) Product cost planning 8) Cost object
controlling 9) Profitability analysis 10) Profit center accounting
SQLScript for SAP HANA
SAP S/4HANA Cloud
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SAP Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) Add-In
How to Supply Poisons Under the Pharmacy and Poisons Act, 1933, and the Poisons Rules; Incorporating
a Labelling System for Poisons and an Extended List of Poisons, with Their Classification
SAP Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management
SAP® MM Questions and Answers
This book will provide in-depth analysis of concepts and step by step configurations for planning and consolidation for SAP BPC 10.1
classic version. We start with detail explanation of BPC components used for both planning and consolidation then we move on to
consolidation specific pieces. We will examine the purpose of each component, where it fits into the whole process, and what options are
available to configure the system. Rather than just reading about how to create an object, we'll actually perform a demo exercise with stepby-step instructions for configuration. I had also included backup copies which can be installed on your system directly if needed, rather
developing them. For planning demo, I had used cost center planning which includes features like creating dimensions and models; master
and transactional data loads; input schedules; reports; logic scripts and so on. For consolidation demo, I had considered commonly used
legal consolidation process flow which includes net Income to retained earnings movements, currency translations, IC Matching and
Booking, US Eliminations, COI, Minority Interest and Goodwill. Along with the configuration steps, each chapter provides analysis of the
results of the exercise and their significance within a financial statement.
Do you want to understand the basic fundamentals of SAP software without having to work through 400 pages or more? Yes? Then this
book is for you! The authors concentrate on the essentials and spare you all the details you do not need as a beginner. Using simple, stepby-step examples, walk through the fundamentals of the SAP Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system including navigation,
transactions, organizational units, and master data. Instructional videos help you experience the look-and-feel of SAP software without
requiring access to an SAP system. This second edition has been enhanced with an overview of the existing SAP product portfolio in
addition to SAP ERP. Learn more about the technical side of SAP ERP including industry solutions, ABAP, and enhancement packages
(EHP). Get a short introduction to BI, CRM, SRM, SCM, GRC, NetWeaver, SuccessFactors, and HANA. Demystify SAP acronyms and get
clarity on the purpose of different SAP products. - Learn how to navigate in SAP ERP - Learn SAP basics including transactions,
organizational units, and master data - Watch instructional videos with simple, step-by-step examples - Get an overview of SAP products
and new development trends
Put together a centralised repository for all financial information and alter it as you see fit KEY FEATURES ● Expert-led approach to
implementing S/4 Central Finance in a wide range of companies. ● Solution-focused responses on Central Finance, Group reporting, BPC,
and Fiori. ● Preparation guide for the certification exam and SAP S/4HANA Interview. DESCRIPTION Your SAP S/4HANA journey has
just begun. This book details several processes, methods, and expert strategies for integrating central finance into your IT systems,
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streamlining finance operations, data reporting, and master data preparation. With the help of this book, you'll learn all you need to know
to get the most out of SAP S/4HANA Central Finance, SAP Group Reporting, BPC, Fiori, and other cutting-edge technologies. This book
includes numerous examples to demonstrate the essentials of SAP S/4HANA Central Finance, SAP Group reporting, BPC, and Fiori. It
offers extensive hands-on practice utilizing SAP S/4HANA standards to demonstrate Fiori, BPC, SAP S/4HANA Central Finance, and
Group reporting. The book contains many applications and projects from throughout the industry spectrum. Interviewing for a job and
passing the SAP Certification exam can be made easier with the help of this book! After reading this book you will be able to perform SAP
S/4HANA Central Finance and SAP Group reporting operations. You can also define complex activities in SAP S/4HANA. WHAT YOU
WILL LEARN ● Conduct the implementation of Central Finance in your IT environment. ● Consolidate your SAP S/4HANA system's
finances. ● Carry out currency conversion, intercompany elimination, financial closure, and reporting. ● Perform a BPC Evaluation. ●
Carry out SAP S/4HANA Central Finance and Group reporting functions. ● Utilize Fiori applications to perform SAP S/4HANA
operations. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is a must for SAP consultants, architects, and project managers who wish to become
proficient in the SAP S/4HANA project life cycle phases. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Key success factors for adopting S/4 Central Finance
in any organization 2. Pragmatic approach - BPC, Fiori, S/4 Central Finance and SAP Group reporting 3. Interview questions and
answers on BPC, Central Finance and Group reporting
Explore expert tips and techniques for maximizing BPC Facilitate fast and accurate reporting with the EPM Excel Add-In, the new Script
Logic Editor, and the enhanced reporting component Upload, extract data, and create enterprise reports Covers BPC 10.0, EPM 10.0, and
BW 7.3 Take the labor-intensive guess-work out of number crunching, financial planning, budgeting, and forecasting! With data at your
fingertips and this comprehensive guide to BPC, quickly model new business scenarios and efficiently create and approve plans, budgets,
and forecasts. Written for today s busy financial consultants, business developers, and financial analysts, this book will help you
configure and implement the necessary dimensions, master data, and hierarchies for both the Consolidation and the Planning components
of BPC 10.0. The Building Blocks of BPC Understand the foundational architecture and data modeling process behind BPC with specific
tasks and activities for configuration, planning, forecasting, and consolidation. Planning and Consolidation Integration Explore the unique
implementation and configuration processes for each BPC component with technical coverage of BPC 10.0, EPM 10.0 and BW 7.3.RealWorld Expertise meets Effective Business Solutions Expand the potential of your Planning and Consolidation solution with expert tips and
tricks, all written so you can get the most out of BPC. Enhanced Reporting With transparent financial data, you can enable fast, accurate
management and statutory reporting with the enhanced reporting component, EPM Excel Add-In and the new Script Logic Editor.
A Guide to Implement, Integrate, and Deploy EPPM Solutions
Implementing Integrated Business Planning
Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
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Stock Guide
Business Planning and Consolidation with SAP: Business User Guide
Cracking the SAP S/4HANA Interview
A guide to achieve a highest level of SAP S/4 HANA, Central Finance and Group Reporting KEY
FEATURES ? In-depth demonstration of SAP S/4HANA 2020, 1909, and 2021 fundamentals. ? Includes
graphical illustrations for Migration Cockpit commands and methods. ? Hands-on practice on
Fiori, BPC, SAP S/4 HANA Central Finance and Group reporting. DESCRIPTION This book will guide
you through the process about what you need to know and help you perform at your highest level
to achieve SAP S/4 HANA and some of the best practices available today. This book can assist you
in acing employment interviews. This book provides an in-depth practical illustration of SAP
S/4HANA 2020, 1909, and 2021 fundamentals with several examples. It contains graphical
demonstrations and visual descriptions of the commands and methods available in the SAP S/4 HANA
Migration Cockpit. It includes thorough hands-on practice showcasing Fiori, BPC, SAP S/4 HANA
Central Finance, and Group reporting subjects using SAP S/4HANA standards. Many applications and
industry-wide projects are included in the book. After reading this book, you will be able to
reliably perform Basis, Security, SD, MM, PP, FICO, and HCM operations, as well as define
complicated tasks in SAP S/4 HANA from the very first day. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Perform Basis,
Security, SD, MM, PP, FICO, and HCM processes in SAP S/4 HANA. ? Forecast and monitor progress
throughout the SAP S/4HANA deployment process. ? Administration, implementation, and
authorisation of SAP S/4 HANA systems from start to finish. ? Enterprise-wide backup, restore,
and monitoring of SAP HANA databases. ? Leverage Fiori apps to carry out SAP S/4 HANA tasks. WHO
THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is meant for S/4 HANA consultants and project managers as well as
those working in other fields related to SAP S/4 HANA. If you read this book, you will be wellversed in every step of the SAP S/4HANA project development lifecycle. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. SAP
S/4 HANA 2020, 2021, 1909 Interview questions. 2. Lessons learnt and pragmatic approach – SAP
S/4 HANA Interview questions. 3. SAP S/4 HANA Data Migration Interview questions. 4. Interview
questions and answers on BPC, SAP S/4 HANA Central Finance and Group reporting.
Preparing consolidated financial statements for an enterprise with a parent and one or more
subsidiaries requires a detailed review of underlying transactions in order to properly reflect
results and financial position. For large, integrated, and multinational organizations, likely
with millions of transactions, it is imperative that the financial accounting software
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facilitate this process. This expertly written guide focuses on leveraging SAP S/4HANA Finance
for group reporting. Explore key functionality and how the universal journal has led to the
evolution of the group reporting solution. Using a detailed case study, the author discusses
configuration and master data and walks the reader through the period-end process for
consolidation and explores reports using financial transactions that have already been entered
into SAP S/4HANA Finance for group reporting. Explore reports delivered with SAP S/4HANA Finance
for group reporting. This book is targeted at both finance professionals and the functional
consultants who perform the configuration and execution of processes for preparing consolidated
financial statements. By using practical examples, tips, and screenshots, this book covers:
SAP S/4HANA Finance for group reporting and the universal journal - Configuration and master
data - Period-end process for consolidation - Reporting and analysis
"Ready to get S&OP working for you? See how to configure SAP Integrated Business Planning to fit
your organization, from master data types to planning levels. Then execute demand planning,
perform unconstrained or constrained supply planning, and consolidate the results into views
with step-by-step instructions. Get more out of your new SAP IBP implementation with what-if
scenarios, KPIs, dashboards, and built-in integrations"-Meet your BI needs with SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics! Explore the system architecture and data
model and learn how to perform analytics on live transactional data. Business user? Walk step-bystep through SAP Smart Business KPIs, dashboards, and multidimensional reporting. Analytics
specialist? Master the virtual data model and report creation. Jack of all trades? Create CDS
views, apply custom fields and logic, and learn to integrate SAP S/4HANA with SAP Analytics
Cloud. This is your complete guide to SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics! Highlights include: 1)
Architecture 2) Virtual data model (VDM) 3) CDS views 4) SAP Fiori apps 5) SAP Smart Business 6)
Key performance indicators (KPIs) 7) Dashboards 8) Reporting 9) Data warehousing 10) SAP
Analytics Cloud 11) Machine learning
Demand Management with SAP
Practical Guide to SAP Cost Center Accounting
SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office--Practical Guide
SAP BW/4HANA
Implementing SAP Business Planning and Consolidation
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SAP S/4HANA Central Finance and Group Reporting
【本書は、SAP S/4HANAのCO-PCはカバーしておりません。また、品目元
帳(CO-ML)もカバーしておりません。】SAPの製品原価計算(CO-PC)モジュールは、他モジュールとの密接に統合しているため、しばしば最も難しい領域だと言われます。本書では、CO-PCを理解す
る上で、必須の要素となる、業務プロセス、マスタ、コンフィグ(カスタイマイズパラメータ)について解説しています。CO-PCの導入や保守をするときに有用なガイドとなるように、スクリーンショットや事例
を多く用いています。また、CO-PCと他モジュールの統合内容についても説明していますので、コンフィグやマスタもより深く理解することができます。 - CO-PCで計上される原価の流れの解説 スクリーンショットやステップバイステップの事例 - CO-PCのカスタイマイズパラメータの紹介 - 期末処理の詳細な説明
Are you an SAP Business One user who wants to make your life easier? Tune out the wide world of SAP and zone in on the SAP B1 tasks and
transactions that support all of your critical processesfrom financials to production and beyond. With step-by-step instructions and tips from
members of the SAP Business One North American Partner Advisory Council, including Carl Britton Lewis, this book is what youve been
waiting for: The key to doing your job better in SAP B1.
Calling all SAP BPC users! Learn to handle tricky financials planning, forecasting, and budgeting with this book on SAP Business Planning
and Consolidation. Step-by-step instructions will guide you through completing daily SAP BPC tasks such as data consolidation, workflow
management, and report creation. Explore preconfigured system reports and learn to tailor custom reports to your specific business
requirements. Use SAP BPC productively to enhance your organization's planning processes. Routine BPC Activities Plan, budget, and
forecast using SAP BPC data with the EPM Add-In or the Web Client. Find out how to generate and monitor consolidated data for internal
reporting or legal consolidation. Explore business process flow (BPF) functionality for workflow management Reporting with SAP BPC
Develop and format reports in SAP BPC using both routine and advanced functionality for report creation. Create custom reports or use preformatted system reports to better understand your SAP BPC data Advanced SAP BPC Tasks Conduct periodic system maintenance for
inevitable business changes such as process alternations, security developments, or new consolidation requirements. Highlights: SAP BPC
interfaces System modeling Planning, budgeting, and forecasting Consolidated data Custom SAP BPC reports BPF functionality BPF reports
EPM Add-In Security management Dimension management
The book is the first resource that managers and business leaders need to understand and effectively use SAPs demand management tools. It
reviews the SAP strategies and business processes of demand management, while teaching how to configure the relevant SAP solutions. This
book will answer the question, What is demand management from the SAP perspective? and then explain how to use SAP APO and other key
solutions to manage it effectively.
Central Finance and SAP S/4HANA
A Guide Exemplified With Process Context and SAP IBP Use Cases
Sales and Operations Planning with SAP IBP
SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics
IBM Cognos TM1 Cookbook
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Practical Guide to SAP CO-PC プラクティカルガイド SAP CO-PC
SAP BW/4HANA has introduced a new era in data warehousing at SAP. Further steps towards simplification, flexibility, and performance are
now possible with SAP HANA as the proven technological basis. SAP BW/4HANA offers modern concepts for data management, operation,
and modeling and thus opens the door for fully innovative application scenarios. This book will show you how the SAP HANA database
influences the Business Warehouse and how you can optimize your system. As a practical guide, the book is aimed at experienced SAP BW
experts as well as decision makers who need a well-grounded overview. The authors address the versions SAP BW/4HANA 1.0 and SAP
BW 7.5 in equal measure, highlighting new functions and differences. The book also focuses on the migration options and conversion tools
for moving to SAP BW/4HANA. Use this reference book to enter the world of SAP BW with SAP HANA as the database platform! - Migration,
sizing, operation, data management with SAP BW/4HANA and SAP BW 7.5 on HANA - The new central source Systems SAP HANA and
ODP - New modeling options, mixed scenarios, LSA++, and differences compared to SAP BW 7.5 - The role of BW in operational SAP
reporting
This book presents up-to-date information on a total of 75 native and non-native medicinal plants growing in Singapore. Comprehensive and
useful information from the published literature — including plant descriptions and origins, traditional medicinal uses, phytoconstituents,
pharmacological activities, adverse reactions, toxicities, and reported drug-herb interactions — is presented in an easy-to-read manner for
easy and quick reference. There is no minimum level of knowledge required to read this book, and botanical and medical glossaries are also
provided for readers' convenience.The book will be of great practical benefit to a wide-ranging audience. Educators and students in
complementary medicine and health, pharmacognosy, medicinal chemistry, natural products, pharmacology, toxicology, pharmacovigilance,
medicine, pharmacy, nursing, botany, biology, chemistry and life sciences will find the information useful. The book will also appeal to
clinicians, pharmacists, nurses and researchers, as it contains a comprehensive reference list at the end for further reading.
Translation of: Praxishandbuch SAP--Datenarchivierung.
Managing your SAP data in Microsoft Excel? This is your guide to using SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office! Get started with the basics, from
creating your first workbook to navigating through reports. Then, follow step-by-step instructions to process data, analyze data, develop
planning applications, customize reports, and work with tools such as formulas and macros. Including details on troubleshooting, UI
customization, and more, this book is your all-in-one resource! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Reporting and Data Analysis Learn to work
with reports in SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office: define parameters with prompts, adjust formatting and styles, and extend reports with local
data. Filter, sort, and display your data using hierarchies, and refine data analysis with simple and advanced calculations. b. Planning Use
your SAP data to develop planning workbooks. Plan your data both manually and with functions and sequences. Understand key settings for
cell locking, the planning model, and more. c. Advanced Features Take your skills to the next level. Write formulas to use in your reports, and
create and use macros in your workbooks, including steps to use API methods, callbacks, and design rules. Highlights include: 1) Workbook
creation 2) Report navigation 3) Prompts 4) Data processing, organization, and analysis 5) Planning applications 6) Report customization and
formatting 7) Formulas 8) Macros 9) Configuration 10) Troubleshooting
Actual Costing with the SAP Material Ledger
Archiving SAP Data-- Practical Guide
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The Comprehensive Guide
Sap Business Planning and Consolidation 10.1 for Classic Version
SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting Certification Guide
Business User Guide

BLU Acceleration is a new technology that has been developed by IBM® and integrated directly
into the IBM DB2® engine. BLU Acceleration is a new storage engine along with integrated run
time (directly into the core DB2 engine) to support the storage and analysis of column-organized
tables. The BLU Acceleration processing is parallel to the regular, row-based table processing
found in the DB2 engine. This is not a bolt-on technology nor is it a separate analytic engine
that sits outside of DB2. Much like when IBM added XML data as a first class object within the
database along with all the storage and processing enhancements that came with XML, now IBM has
added column-organized tables directly into the storage and processing engine of DB2. This IBM
Redbooks® publication shows examples on an IBM Power SystemsTM entry server as a starter
configuration for small organizations, and build larger configurations with IBM Power Systems
larger servers. This publication takes you through how to build a BLU Acceleration solution on
IBM POWER® having SAP Landscape integrated to it. This publication implements SAP NetWeaver
Business Warehouse Systems as part of the scenario using another DB2 Feature called Near-Line
Storage (NLS), on IBM POWER virtualization features to develop and document best recommendation
scenarios. This publication is targeted towards technical professionals (DBAs, data architects,
consultants, technical support staff, and IT specialists) responsible for delivering costeffective data management solutions to provide the best system configuration for their clients'
data analytics on Power Systems.
SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP
Activate! Understand the road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities
happen when? Start by setting up a working system, then walk through guided configuration, and
learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage
of SAP Activate's agile methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful
go-live! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP Activate.
Learn about key concepts like fit-to-standard and fit/gap analysis, understand the methodology,
and walk through the key phases of project management. b. Tools and Technologies Open up your
SAP Activate toolkit. See how to access SAP Activate content with SAP Best Practices Explorer,
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SAP Solution Manager, and more. Then, use SAP Best Practices and SAP Model Company to set up a
working system for your workshops. c. Deployment Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step by step. Follow
detailed instructions to plan, prepare for, and execute your on-premise or cloud deployment
activities according to SAP Activate. Walk through key scenarios for a hybrid implementation of
SAP S/4HANA in your landscape. Highlights Include: 1) Deployment 2) Guided configuration 3)
Agile project delivery 4) SAP Best Practices 5) SAP Model Company 6) Organizational change
management 7) SAP S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid landscapes 10) C_ACTIVATE05
certification
Monthly statistical summary of 5100 stocks.
Learn the fundamentals of SAP Enterprise Project and Portfolio management Project Systems (PS),
Portfolio and Project Management (PPM) and Commercial Project Management (CPM) and their
integration with other SAP modules. This book covers various business scenarios from different
industries including the public sector, engineering and construction, professional services,
telecom, mining, chemical, and pharmaceutical. Author Joseph Alexander Soosaimuthu will help you
understand common business challenges and pain areas faced in portfolio, program and project
management, and will provide suitable recommendations to overcome these challenges. This book
not only suggests solutions within SAP, but also provides workarounds or integrations with thirdparty tools based on various Industry-specific business requirements. SAP Portfolio and Project
Management addresses commonly asked questions regarding SAP EPPM implementation and deployment,
and conveys a framework to facilitate engagement and discussion with key stakeholders. This
provides coverage of SAP on-premise solutions with ECC 6.08 and SAP PPM 6.1 deployed on the same
client, as well as S/4 HANA On-Premise 2020 with integration to BPC and BI/W systems. Interface
with other third-party schedule management, estimation, costing and forecasting applications are
also covered in this book. After completing SAP Portfolio and Project Management, you will be
able to implement SAP Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management based on industry best
practices. For your reference, you’ll also gain a list of development objects and a
functionality list by Industry, and a Fiori apps list for Enterprise Portfolio and Project
Management (EPPM). What You Will Learn Understand the fundamentals of project, program and
portfolio management within SAP EPPM Master the art of project forecasting and scheduling
integrations with other SAP modules Gain knowledge of the different interface options for
scheduling, estimation, costing and forecasting third party applications Learn EPPM industry
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best practices, and how to address industry-specific business challenges Leverage operational
and strategic reporting within EPPM Who This Book For Functional consultants and business
analysts who are involved in SAP EPPM (PS, PPM and CPM) deployment and clients who are
interested and are in the process of having SAP EPPM deployed for their Enterprise.
SAP Activate
Integrate SAP S/4HANA ERP Systems into Your Financial Data and Workflows for More Agility
(English Edition)
SAP S/4HANA Finance for Group Reporting
SAP BW/4HANA and BW on HANA
Application Associate Exam
SAP HANA 2.0

Business Planning and Consolidation with SAP: Business User GuideSAP PRESS
Start making better business decisions backed by data About This Book Predict new opportunities and risks in a few
mouse clicks Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context̶in real time Discover,
visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools Who This Book Is For This book targets IT
professionals, business analysts, BI developers, managers, newcomers to SAP Analytics Cloud, and ultimately anyone
who wants to learn from self-paced, professional guidance and needs a solid foundation in SAP Analytics Cloud. What
You Will Learn A clear understanding of SAP Analytics Cloud platform Create data models using different data sources,
including Excel and text files . Present professional analyses using different types of charts, tables, geo maps, and more
Using stories, drill up and down instantly to analyze data from various angles Share completed stories with other team
members or compile them in SAP Digital Boardroom agendas for presentation to major stakeholders Export the results of
a story to a PDF file Save time by planning, analyzing, predicting, and collaborating in context Discover, visualize, plan,
and predict in one product as opposed to separate solutions In Detail The book starts with the basics of SAP Analytics
Cloud (formerly known as SAP BusinessObjects Cloud) and exposes almost every significant feature a beginner needs
to master. Packed with illustrations and short, essential, to-the-point descriptions, the book provides a unique learning
experience. Your journey of exploration starts with a basic introduction to the SAP Analytics Cloud platform. You will then
learn about different segments of the product, such as Models, Stories, Digital Boardroom, and so on. Then, you are
introduced to the product's interface: the Home screen, the main menu, and more. Then comes the hands-on aspect of
the book, which starts with model creation. Next, you learn how to utilize a model to prepare different types of
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stories(reports) with the help of charts, tables, Geo Maps, and more. In the final chapters of this book, you will learn
about Digital Boardroom, Collaboration, and Administration. Style and approach The easy-to-follow visual instructions
provided in this book help business users and report developers create simple and complex stories (reports) quickly
* The complete guide to business intelligence with SAP * Learn everything you need to know about data warehousing
and reporting with SAP * Covers data modeling, data collection, administration, and more Finally--the entire world of
business intelligence in SAP comes in one volume! This comprehensive guide covers the full spectrum of SAP solutions
for BI: both SAP NetWeaver 7.3 and SAP BusinessObjects 4.x. In this book, you'll learn everything you need to know
regarding data modeling and retrieval, optimal use of reporting tools from SAP (BEx and BusinessObjects), and the
essential updates in the new SAP NetWeaver release. BI in the Enterprise Learn how to plan your BI strategy and which
special features you should keep in mind for your BI project. Backend Find everything you need to know about essential
topics in data warehousing: data modeling, extraction, administration, and authorization. Frontend Explore the entire
portfolio of reporting: SAP Business Explorer (BEx), SAP Crystal Reports, SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards, SAP
BusinessObjects Web Intelligence, SAP BusinessObjects Explorer, and SAP BusinessObjects Analysis.Consolidation
and Planning Discover the most important tools based on SAP NetWeaver BW, such as BW Integrated Planning and the
consolidation solution, SEM-BCS. Practical Information Examine the most important administration issues in a way that's
both understandable and practical (based on the current releases: SAP NetWeaver BW 7.3 and SAP BusinessObjects
4.x). Highlights * BI in the enterprise * Data modeling * ETL * Administration * Permissions * SAP Business Explorer *
SAP BusinessObjects Analysis * SAP Crystal Reports * SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards (formerly Xcelsius) * SAP
BusinessObjects Web Intelligence * SAP BusinessObjects Explorer * SAP BusinessObjects BI platform * BW integrated
planning * SAP SEM-BCS
"Ready for SAP BW/4HANA 2.0? This comprehensive guide will teach you all there is to know about the next generation
business warehouse from SAP! Start with a fresh installation or migrate from an existing system. Then understand the
new architecture, explore administration tasks with SAP HANA Studio, learn to model and analyze data, and find out how
to connect to frontend BI tools"-The Chemist and Druggist Poisons Guide
SAP Business One
Learning SAP Analytics Cloud
Implementing SAP S/4HANA Finance
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SAP NetWeaver BW and SAP BusinessObjects
Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with an exploration of the technological
backbone of SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover core
capabilities for administration, application development, advanced analytics, security, data integration, and more. No
matter how SAP HANA 2.0 fits into your business, this book is your starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Technology Discover what makes an in-memory database platform. Learn about SAP HANA's journey from version 1.0
to 2.0, take a tour of your technology options, and walk through deployment scenarios and implementation
requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP HANA toolkit. See essential tools in action, from SAP HANA cockpit and SAP
HANA studio, to the SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP HANA smart data integration. c. Key Roles
Understand how to use SAP HANA as a developer, administrator, data scientist, data center architect, and more. Explore
key tasks like backend programming with SQLScript, security setup with roles and authorizations, data integration with
the SAP HANA Data Management Suite, and more. Highlights include: 1) Architecture 2) Administration 3) Application
development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data integration 7) Data architecture 8) Data center
SAP S/4HANA Cloud has a lot to offer-see what's possible! Explore core functionality like finance, logistics, and
reporting with embedded analytics. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud impacts your users and how it can be extended,
integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on the latest intelligent technologies and see how SAP
S/4HANA Cloud can help unify and streamline your business. A bold new world awaits in the cloud! Highlights include:
1) User experience 2) Analytics 3) Business functionality 4) Global business processes 5) Extensibility 6) Integration 7)
Adoption 8) Lifecycle management 9) Intelligent enterprise
SAP Business Planning and Consolidation
SAP Bw/4hana 2.0
Project Management for SAP S/4HANA
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